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In logic programming, almost no work has been done so far on proving that certain

queries cannot succeed. Work in this direction could be useful for queries which seem to

be non-terminating. Such queries are not exceptional, e.g. in planning problems. A re-

lated �eld of research is termination analyses, (see [6] for a survey). However, termination

conditions are not decidable and automated methods are based on analysing the size of

syntactical structures. So there is a substantial class of programs for which automated

termination analysis fails. For some of these, loop checking methods [1, 2, 10] monitoring

the execution, bring some relief, by pruning some in�nitely failing branches. Methods

have to choose between pruning too much, causing incompleteness in the search for so-

lutions, and preserving completeness but still allowing some in�nite computations. Also

an execution mechanism augmented with tabling such as XSB [9] or an approach such

as [3] reduces the number of non-terminating queries. So far, there are almost no works

on program analysis which attempt to recognise (in�nitely) failing queries. Conceptually,

there is a simple way to show that a query must fail: �nd a model of the program in

which the query is false. The paper develops two methods for automating the search

for a pre-interpretation underlying such a model. A �rst approach combines abduction

and tabulation to direct the search for a pre-interpretation. A second approach considers

the abducibles as constraints and uses techniques from �nite domain constraint solving

[13] to further prune the search. Also the suitability of alternative methods for solving

this problem is analysed. The use of a general purpose model generation tool [11, 12] is

evaluated. We have also explored whether tools for type inference [7, 5] can show that

such queries have an empty success set and whether conjunctive partial deduction [8] can

specialise such queries into a trivially failing program.

A number of experiments were done with the two methods we developed and compared

with the results of the alternative methods. In general, our approach is doing much

better than the general purpose model generation tool FINDER and type inference based

on Regular Approximations. The comparison with conjunctive partial deduction is less

straightforward. Both approaches seem to be good at a di�erent classes of problems. In

fact it could be interesting to apply program specialisation as a pre-processing step: the

specialisation may reduce the number of predicates and the number of functors, making

the problem easier to solve by our tool (and in extreme cases making it a trivial problem

by returning the empty program).
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